Ulrich Wickert
Author and One of Germany's Best Known Broadcasters

CSA Celebrity Speakers Ltd
Ulrich Wickert is a renowned TV News presenter and author who was the chief anchor for tagesthemen from 1991 to 2006. Since 2008 he
has been the editor of the internet news portal zoomer.de and since 2006 he has broadcast Wickert's books on NDR radio. He was elevated
to the French Légion d'honneur in 2005 for his service to French-German relations.
A high profile German personality

In detail

Languages

Tokyo-born Ulrich Wickert received a scholarship from Wesleyan

He presents in German and English.

University in Connecticut, USA. After passing the first level of
German bar exams in 1968, Ulrich Wickert started working as a

Want to know more?

freelance radio producer for ARD, becoming a full-time editor

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

there a short time later. He went on to become editor of Monitor,

could bring to your event.

a correspondent in Washington, correspondent of the ARD
studios in France and Head of Studios in New York.

How to book him?
Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

What he offers you
Ulrich Wickert has the gift of being able to explain things easily
and understandably at the same time. He has chaired numerous
television debates and discussions about wide ranging topical
issues and has worked on various levels with extraordinary
people from politics, art and culture. He draws on his extensive
knowledge to offer audiences insights into the media world and
how he has achieved sustainable success.

Publications
2009
Das Buch der Tugenden: Große Texte der Menschheit - für uns heute
ausgewählt
2008
Mut zur Führung (with Helmut Schmidt & Ulrich Ott)
Gauner muss man Gauner nennen: Von der Sehnsucht nach
verlässlichen Werten

How he presents
A well known face to television viewers, Ulrich Wickert is an

2007

experienced moderator and speaker and continues to be in great

Die Wüstenkönigin

demand at prestigious events world-wide. Too many anecdotes

2002

from his life are still untold.

Donner- Wetter. Allerletzte Meldungen vom Tage
2000

Topics

Frankreich: Die Wunderbare Illusion

Presenter
Facilitator
Current Affairs
Awards
Politics
The Media
Interviews
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